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Mrs dr vandertramp conjugations

posted by Simon Kemp Some verbs are special. By learning French, you soon get to know about the small list of verbs that don't behave like the others when you put them in the passé compound. They conjugate with being instead of avoir, and their past participation agrees with the subject
of the verb. So rather than ils ont donné or elle a fait, you get it's partor or elle is tombéée. They are Mrs. Vandertramp's verbs, and these are the following: Monter (elle est montée) Retourner (elle est retournée) Sordir (elle est sorsie) Venir (elle est venue) Aller (elle est allée) Naître (elle est
née) Descend (elle est descende) Entre (elle est elle est entrée) Rester (elle est restée) Tomber (elle est tombée) Renterer (elle est rentré) Arriver (elle est arrivé) Mourir (elle est morte) Part (elle est part) Good lady vandertramp , the useful mnemonic lady made up of the initial letters of all
special verbs. Except... Something about her always bothered me. Why is there only one D in the name, when both the descendant and the comer are on the list of special verbs? Probably it's because the coming is just coming (which is in the name), plus a prefix. But in this case, why does
mnemonic include both the entrepreneur and the tenant? And if it includes tenant, why not return, remonter, redescend, re-re-re-re-re-brewery, retomber, repair, resorter (additional note in which one), and rebirth? Adding in Ms. Vandertramp's husband to make Dr &amp; Mrs (as in the
picture at the top of the post) is hardly going to solve this problem. No, if you want a mnemonic covering all topic of agreed to be-conjugation verbs, you will have to memorize this: Arrrrrrrrrr, Stamp DVD Men! ... which, quite funnyly, is also the official motto of the International Association for
Piracy Video. A pirate video yesterday There is another version of Ms. Vandertramp that I learned at school: less memorably called Mrs. Daventramp, which includes only one letter for each of the thirteen basic verbs, missing any that are the same with an added prefix. This means that you
don't have to include any of the endless re-prefixes, but it also means that you still have to be careful not to forget about the coming and the return (to become again or turn back in), which are included in the V for the coming. Alternatively, if you want to undress all the prefixes re- and leave
them in all the others, you can familiarize yourself with Mr. D.M. Vaderpants, who came down and came in his name, but none of the derivatives re-superfluous. Mr. D.M. Vaderpants yesterday. The problem with all these mnemonics is that in some ways they actually make things more
difficult than they really are. Special verbs are naturally formed in groups, either opposite in the direction or by adding prefixes, and mnemonics are separated groups and mix everything around randomly. In fact, with a bit of trifles about, we can reduce Ms. Vandertramp's verbs to a simple
list of five, plus verbs related to each of them. The verbs are Naître, Sordir, Partir, Aller and Monter. Behold, the verbs N-Spam! Naître, plus its opposite, mour, and with a prefix, renaître. Sorter, plus its opposite, entrer, and their prefixed versions, sorter and ritorer. Partir, you've got it. What
is the opposite of leaving/leaving/leaving? Obviously, it's reach/return/stay. The three verbs arriver, retourner and rester are all opposites of the part. In addition, there is the prefix version, repair (to set again, not to be confused with the partior, to share). Aller, plus its opposite, come, and the
two prefixes, come and return. Monter means to rise or rise, and also has two opposites: autumn (tomber) or descend (descendant), plus a prefixed version of all three: remonter, redescendre, retomber. N-Spam. Like N-Dubz, but with spam. Indeed, though, unless you are going to carry a
piece of paper around with you and relate to it whenever you need to say something in the composite passé, these lists are only useful to get you started. What you need to do is keep talking, listening and reading in French until elle est tombée sounds right and natural to you, and elle a
tombé sounds weird and wrong. Once you get to that point, you think like a Frenchman. Ms. Vandertramp has become a part of you, and will live somewhere in your head forever. ADVANCED VANDERTRAMPING To finish with, a few extra notes and complications, as Ms. Vandertramp is
never as simple as people might want her to be. 1. All Vandertramp verbs are intransitive, which means they don't have an object: you can walk, but you can't walk something, the way you can do something, eat something, see something. Some of the verbs on the list actually have a
transient version. Monter can be used intransitively as Vandertramp verb, elle est montée (it rose), but also transitive, which means either to go something, or take something. In this use, it is no longer a Vandertramp verb, but conjugates with avoir: elle a monté l'escalier; elle a monté les
valises dans la chambre. You can also use five other verbs in the list in the same way: (re)descendants chosen (go/bring down something), remonter some chosen (go back up something / wind something up), renterer que chose (bring something in), retourner que chosen (turn something
over), and (res) sorbir some chose (something). 2. Retourner becomes a suitable place on the Vandertramp list, unlike renterer, returner, remonter, redescender, rebreeder, retomber, repair, reperir and rebirth, which are optionally extracted. because the others are all Vandertramp verbs
even without re- but not retourner. The verb tourner exists in French, but is conjugated with avoir: elle a tourné la clef/la clef a tourné. 3. There's another Vandertramp verb I didn't mention. Décéder, a more formal synonym for mourir, is not as commonly used as the others, so often gets
overlooked, but works just like the rest of them. 4. There are four other verbs in French, which, although not actually part of the Vandertramp list, could probably be described as Vandertramp-ish. Accuurir (to hurry up) and appparaître (to appear) can take être or avoir, as you prefer, with no
change in meaning. The same goes for the passerby (to pass), which is more often treated as a Vandertramp verb than not. (The exception is the expression passer pour, to pass as or be taken for, which always takes the avoir: it has passed for smart – people thought it was smart.) Finally,
demeurer is a Vandertramp verb when used in the sense of remain (elle est deurée fidèle), but not in the sense of live (somewhere) (elle a deuré à Marseille). 5. Oh, and another thing about the monter: as well as taking the avoir when used transitively, it can also take avoir when it means
that the level of something has increased: le fleure a monté; the prix on the monté. In this sense, it is the opposite of the non-Vandertramp verb, baisser rather than descending. 6. Finally, there are no other Vandertramp verbs. Reflective verbs take into account too, but they disagree with
the subject, so we talked here. You might also occasionally think that you came across an additional vandertramp verb in a sentence like la ville est tout à fait change, but that's because past parts can sometimes be used as adjectives, just like you'd say la ville est tout à fait diférente. In the



pass compound, changer takes a voir and disagrees with the subject: elle a beaucoup change recemment. Mrs. Vandertramp yesterday. Dr. P Vandertrampp – Flikr DR MRS P. VANDERTRAMP (or Dr. Ms. Vandertramp) and The House of Être is a frequently taught abbreviation and
learning strategy to help French students remember some verbs that use être as an auxiliary verb (as opposed to avoir). Looking more closely at DR MRS P. VANDERTRAMP, you will notice that these are all French movement verbs and the abbreviation certainly does not cover every verb
that uses être. This article will go over what DR MRS P. VANDERTRAMP stands for, why it is needed in French, and what is the House of Being. The doctor's inside. Come (to become) past participants: devenu Resor (to return) past participate: revenue Monter (to climb) past participants:
monté Rester (to stay) past participle: resté Sordir (to leave) past participates: past Passer sorted (to past participate: past Venir (to come) past venu Aller (to go) past participle: allé Naître (to be born) past participate: né Descend (to descend) past participates: descendu Entrer (to enter)
past participates: entré Renterer (to re-enter) past participate: rentré Tomber (to fall ) past participate: tombé Retourner (to turn around) participates past: retourné Arriver (to reach / to come) participate past: arrivé Mourir (to die) past participates: dead Partir (to leave) participates past:
participate in French So what's all the fuss? VanderTRAMP verbs use être, unlike avoir, when placed in the past. From the list of verbs above, the past participle is the word you would use after the correct conjugation of the être. DO NOT FORGET to make the past participate agree with
both sex &amp; number of topics! So if whoever you're talking about is a girl, then you need to add an extra e to the end of the past participate, and if we're talking about more than one person, then you need to add a s to the past participates. One last warning is that when there is a mixed
group of boys and girls, then you just have to denote plurality and not gender, add a s, but give up adding an e. Confused? Here are some examples of Dr. P. Vandertramp at work to help you: Il est allé au park hier. He went to the park yesterday. (not it allé au park hier). Elle est allée at
park hier. He went to the park yesterday.  (notice we'll add an extra e?) Nous sommes rentré(e)s chez nous à minuit. We got home at midnight. You (singular, formal) are born to be my day! You were born on the same day as me! If you are a girl, and you want to talk about yourself to the
first person (je), you need to add an extra e at the end of the past participation. See the following example: Je suis tombée amoureuse by Marc. I fell in love with Mark. Pay attention to a common mistake with verb sorfir! When someone lets you use être, but when you leave something (an
object), you use avoir! Ms. LeBlanc a son out the iPhone sur at the table. Ms. LeBlanc left her iPhone on the table. DR. DNA VANDER-CINE? Haven't you heard of this abbreviation? You're not alone! I know a lot of French students who have learned in a more conventional way about which
verbs take être. However, when I went over what the abbreviation means, many people seemed to have an Oh! That's kind of a useful expression on their face. The only problem about abbreviations is that you end up spending a lot of time trying to remember which letters correspond with
which words. Nowadays, I do not remember the abbreviation, because the method worked; meaning, I remember by heart that verbs require being. The house of being is simply a house with arrows that indicates the verbs that should be used. For example, the ladder the house will have an
up-pointed arrow (mount) and a downward-pointing arrow (descending). A lot of verbs in Dr. MRS P. VANDERTRAMP have opposed given as well (naître/mour, entre/rentre, etc...). Let us know if you taught Dr. P. Vandertramp in school or how useful the acronym is to you? on you?
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